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Subverting the Family Romance Feb 21 2022 "Drawing on Habermas and Freud as well as historians
of the family, Daniels takes up the case of three women novelists each writing at a key moment in the
parallel development of the novel genre and the modern family. She demonstrates that these writers confronted with ever more reified exclusion from public life, and relegated to narrowly defined

domestic roles - intervened in and subverted the process in their novels. Daniels shows that women
writers used the novel first to imagine different social rules that might define alternative kinship
systems (Graffigny), and later to find - and create - loopholes within a firmly entrenched system of
official and unofficial law (Charriere and Sand)." "Spanning a crucial period in the emergence of
modernity, this interdisciplinary study addresses problems in French literary and social history, gender
studies, and the history of mentalites."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell
North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
Memoirs of the political and private life of J. Caulfield, Earl of Charlemont Dec 22 2021
The Historical Magazine Aug 25 2019
The Historical Magazine and Notes and Queries Concerning the Antiquities, History and
Biography of America May 15 2021
Jennifer! Jun 03 2020 Jennifer Lawrence was nominated for her first Academy Award at 20 years old.
Her determination and drive have seen her go from modeling to acting in some of the biggest
blockbusters in recent years. Readers find out what her future plans are, and how she became such an
amazing actress.
From the Salon to the Schoolroom Aug 06 2020 How a nation educates its children tells us much about
the values of its people. From the Salon to the Schoolroom examines the emerging secondary school
system for girls in nineteenth-century France and uncovers how that system contributed to the
fashioning of the French bourgeois woman. Rebecca Rogers explores the variety of schools--religious
and lay--that existed for girls and paints portraits of the women who ran them and the girls who
attended them. Drawing upon a wide array of public and private sources--school programs,
prescriptive literature, inspection reports, diaries, and letters--she reveals the complexity of the female

educational experience as the schoolroom gradually replaced the salon as the site of French women's
special source of influence. From the Salon to the Schoolroom also shows how France as part of its
civilizing mission transplanted its educational vision to other settings: the colonies in Africa as well as
throughout the Western world, including England and the United States. Historians are aware of the
widespread ramifications of Jesuit education, but Rogers shows how French education for girls played
into the cross-cultural interactions of modern society, producing an image of the Frenchwoman that
continues to tantalize and fascinate the Western world today.
Mass and Elite in Democratic Athens Apr 01 2020 This book asks an important question often
ignored by ancient historians and political scientists alike: Why did Athenian democracy work as well
and for as long as it did? Josiah Ober seeks the answer by analyzing the sociology of Athenian politics
and the nature of communication between elite and nonelite citizens. After a preliminary survey of the
development of the Athenian "constitution," he focuses on the role of political and legal rhetoric. As
jurymen and Assemblymen, the citizen masses of Athens retained important powers, and elite
Athenian politicians and litigants needed to address these large bodies of ordinary citizens in terms
understandable and acceptable to the audience. This book probes the social strategies behind the
rhetorical tactics employed by elite speakers. A close reading of the speeches exposes both egalitarian
and elitist elements in Athenian popular ideology. Ober demonstrates that the vocabulary of public
speech constituted a democratic discourse that allowed the Athenians to resolve contradictions
between the ideal of political equality and the reality of social inequality. His radical reevaluation of
leadership and political power in classical Athens restores key elements of the social and ideological
context of the first western democracy.
Religion in Public and Private Life (Routledge Revivals) Apr 25 2022 Religious crosses the spheres of

both the private life and the public institution. In a liberal democracy, public and private interests and
goals prove to be inseparable. Clarke Cochran’s interdisciplinary study brings political theory and the
sociology of religion together in a fresh interpretation of liberal culture. First published in 1990, this
analysis begins with a reassessment of the nature of the "public" and the "private" in relation to the
political. The controversy over religion and politics is examined in light of such contested issues of
political life as sexuality, abortion, and the changing nature of the family. Clarifying a number of
debates central to contemporary society, this timely reissue will be of particular value to students with
an interest in the relationship between religious, society, and politics.
Dorothea Lieven Jul 05 2020 Dorothea de Benckendorff was born December 28, 1785. Bright,
vivacious and personable, she was destined to become an influential player in international diplomacy.
Spending three of her most formative years in exile with her mother, Dorothea was not only the
recipient of an excellent education, she was also the beneficiary of years of her mother's careful social
training. She was adopted by an intimate friend of her mother, Empress Maria of Russia, after her
mother's death. Dorothea's close connections to the Russian imperial family positioned her for the life
role she wished to play. Marriage to Count Christopher Lieven at the age of 14 (a custom typical of the
place and time) furthered Dorothea's desire to play a part in the fascinating world of politics.
Beginning with her husband's appointment by Tsar Alexander I as ambassador to Great Britain,
Dorothea used her intellect, charisma and social skills to become a political force in European
diplomacy during the first half of the nineteenth century. This biography provides a detailed look at the
life and times of Dorothea Lieven, a woman who achieved the status of an independent stateswoman in
her own right in the diplomatic communities of Russia, France and England. It examines the way in
which Dorothea, entrusted with a secret diplomatic overture to England by Tsar Alexander I,

participated in events which culminated in the birth of modern Greece. Using Princess Lieven's
memoirs and other unpublished correspondence, the work provides a perspective on four Romanov
rulers--Empress Catherine, Tsar Paul I, Tsar Alexander I and Tsar Nicholas I. The extent of Dorothea's
political and diplomatic influence, through her friendships with King George IV, the Duke of
Wellington and Talleyrand as well as her liaisons with Clement Metternich and Francois Guizot, is
also discussed. An appendix contains medical testimonial regarding the Princess' declining health as
well as some of Princess Lieven's letters. A reference list of key events in her life is provided.
THE COMPLETE SHORT STORIES OF NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE (Illustrated) Aug 18 2021
This carefully edited collection of "THE COMPLETE SHORT STORIES OF NATHANIEL
HAWTHORNE (Illustrated)” has been designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and
adjusted for readability on all devices. Excerpts: "I am afraid this ghost story will bear a very faded
aspect when transferred to paper. Whatever effect it had on you, or whatever charm it retains in your
memory, is, perhaps, to be attributed to the favorable circumstances under which it was originally
told.” (The Ghost of Doctor Harris) American novelist and short story writer Nathaniel Hawthorne
(1804-1864) published his first work, a novel titled Fanshawe, in 1828; he later tried to suppress it,
feeling it was not equal to the standard of his later work. He published several short stories in various
periodicals, which he collected in 1837 as Twice-Told Tales. Much of Hawthorne's writing centres on
New England, many works featuring moral allegories with a Puritan inspiration. His fiction works are
considered to be part of the Romantic movement and, more specifically, Dark romanticism. His
themes often centre on the inherent evil and sin of humanity, and his works often have moral messages
and deep psychological complexity. Table of Contents: Biography of Nathaniel Hawthorne Collections
of Short Stories: Twice-Told Tales (1837) Grandfather's Chair (1840) Biographical Stories Mosses

from an Old Manse (1846) Wonder Book For Girls and Boys (1851) The Snow Image and Other
Twice Told Tales (1852) Tanglewood Tales For Girls and Boys (1853) The Dolliver Romance and
Other Pieces, Tales and Sketches (1864) The Story Teller Sketches in Magazines
The Social Security Trust Fund Surplus Mar 01 2020
Globalization, 3rd Edition Nov 28 2019 This fully revised textbook focuses on the major topics of
globalization.
Awareness of Dying Oct 27 2019 Should patients be told they are dying? How do families react when
one of their members is facing death? Who should reveal that death is imminent? How does hospital
staff-doctors, nurses, and attendants-act toward the dying patient and his family?
Before Borders Dec 30 2019 "Bringing together eighteenth-century legal discourse and prose fiction,
the author gives a cross-disciplinary account of immigration history. She tells a revisionist history in
which, for jurists, philosophers, and fiction writers, naturalization is a creative mechanism for national
expansion"-The Beats, Black Mountain, and New Modes in American Poetry Oct 08 2020 The Beats, Black
Mountain, and New Modes of American Poetry explores correspondences amongst the Black
Mountain and Beat Generation writers, two of most well-known and influential groups of poets in the
1950s. The division of writers as Beat or Black Mountain has hindered our understanding of the ways
that these poets developed from mutual influences, benefitted from direct relations, and overlapped
their boundaries. This collection of academic essays refines and adds context to Beat Studies and
Black Mountain Studies by investigating the groups’ intersections and undercurrents. One goal of the
book is to deconstruct the Beat and Black Mountain labels in order to reveal the shifting and fluid
relationships among the individual poets who developed a revolutionary poetics in the 1950s and

beyond. Taken together, these essays clarify the radical experimentation with poetics undertaken by
these poets.
How the Other Half Looks Dec 10 2020 How New York’s Lower East Side inspired new ways of
seeing America New York City's Lower East Side, long viewed as the space of what Jacob Riis
notoriously called the "other half," was also a crucible for experimentation in photography, film,
literature, and visual technologies. This book takes an unprecedented look at the practices of
observation that emerged from this critical site of encounter, showing how they have informed literary
and everyday narratives of America, its citizens, and its possible futures. Taking readers from the midnineteenth century to the present, Sara Blair traces the career of the Lower East Side as a place where
image-makers, writers, and social reformers tested new techniques for apprehending America—and
their subjects looked back, confronting the means used to represent them. This dynamic shaped the
birth of American photojournalism, the writings of Stephen Crane and Abraham Cahan, and the forms
of early cinema. During the 1930s, the emptying ghetto opened contested views of the modern city,
animating the work of such writers and photographers as Henry Roth, Walker Evans, and Ben Shahn.
After World War II, the Lower East Side became a key resource for imagining poetic revolution, as in
the work of Allen Ginsberg and LeRoi Jones, and exploring dystopian futures, from Cold War atomic
strikes to the death of print culture and the threat of climate change. How the Other Half Looks reveals
how the Lower East Side has inspired new ways of looking—and looking back—that have shaped
literary and popular expression as well as American modernity.
Public Power, Private Interests and Where Do We Fit In? Sep 26 2019 All over the world, the statues
of Mary are miraculously crying. In the meantime, a journalist in Washington D.C. is diverted away
from her own personal demons when she takes it upon herself to question why the Vatican is not

declaring these occurrences as miracles after witnessing the unexplainable phenomena herself. The
journalist suspects her nightly barage of haunting nightmares about the violent murders of countless
women from five thousand year old priestesses to women accused of being witches in the seventeenth
century may have something to do with the answer, as she investigates the biggest story of her life.
Women all over the world in the 21st century are feeling "the awakening" as the discovery of ancient
artifacts are disproving the beliefs set forth by patriarchal religions for thousands of years. When the
journalist receives a visitation from a beautiful Goddess who at first appears to be the Virgin Mary, she
suddenly realizes that an ancient religious and political cover up has grossly distorted some very
important historical truths. As the journalist investigates and begins to publicly write about what she
has uncovered, death threats and terror follow next as powerful members of the world's patriarchal
religions and the age old male-run organizations that support them fight viciously to keep one of the
world's oldest and most deceptive societal form of control against women hidden from the world. But
as intimidation and threats increase, so too do the miracles and visitations from the real Sleeping
Goddess, as she awakens once again, to bless and protect the world while igniting the hearts and souls
of oppressed women everywhere.
From Personal Life to Private Law Jul 17 2021 "This book ... is a descendant of my eponymous Quain
Lectures, delivered at University College London in 2014"--Preface.
Memoirs of the private life of Marie Antoinette, queen of France ... To which are added,
recollections, sketches, and anecdotes, illustrative of the reigns of Louis xiv, Louis xv, and Louis
xvi Nov 20 2021
The Cambridge Companion to the Beats Apr 13 2021 This Companion offers an in-depth overview
of the Beat era, one of the most popular literary periods in America.

Edwin Forrest Sep 06 2020 Edwin Forrest was the foremost American actor of the nineteenth century.
His advocacy of American, and specifically Jacksonian, themes made him popular in New York's
Bowery Theatre. His rivalry with the English tragedian William Charles Macready led to the Astor
Place Riot, and his divorce from Catharine Sinclair Forrest was one of the greatest social scandals of
the period. This full-length biography examines Forrest's personal life while acknowledging the
impossibility of separating it from his public image. Included is a historical chronology of every
known performance the actor gave.
Sherlock: The Casebook Jan 29 2020 This book is my humble attempt to shine a light on the work of
the best and wisest I have ever known. He has, I think it is safe to say, elevated the science of detection
into an art form. Having been at his side during some of his most remarkable cases, it has fallen to me
to bring his achievements to the attention of the wider public. He is, quite simply, the Mozart of
criminal investigation. I would say more, but I am flattered and delighted to say that Sherlock Holmes
himself has agreed to write a piece for the cover. John Watson Don’t buy this book. The author has
transformed what should have been a series of lectures into a gross and tasteless entertainment. The
science of deduction is a branch of human achievement requiring serious analysis and yet here I find it
lavishly illustrated, disfigured with humour and infested with gossip. Apparently, this kind of
sensationalism is required to engage the interest of the reading public, but it is rather like working an
office romance into a paper on quantum physics. Only an idiot would be impressed. Help yourself.
Sherlock Holmes
Peter Orlovsky, a Life in Words May 03 2020 Until now, the poet Peter Orlovsky, who was Allen
Ginsberg's lover for more than forty years, has been the neglected member of the Beat Generation.
Because he lived in Ginsberg's shadow, his achievements were seldom noted and his contributions to

literature have not been fully recognised. Now, this first collection of Orlovsky's writings traces his
fascinating life in his own words. It also tells, for the first time, the intimate story of his relationship
with Ginsberg. Drawn from previously unpublished journals, correspondence, photographs and poems,
Peter Orlovsky, a Life in Words, begins as Orlovsky is discharged from the Army; follows the young
man through years of self-doubt and details his first meeting with Ginsberg in San Francisco from his
own perspective. In never-before-heard detail, Orlovsky describes his travels around the world with
Ginsberg, Kerouac, Burroughs and Corso. The book also delves into the contradictions that ultimately
defined him: best known as Ginsberg's lover, Orlovsky was heterosexual and always longed to be with
women; his spirit was prescient of the flower children of the sixties - especially his inclinations toward
devotion and love - but in the end his use of drugs took its toll on his body and mind, silencing one of
the most original and inspiring voices of his generation.
The Invention of Celebrity Aug 30 2022 Frequently perceived as a characteristic of modern culture, the
phenomenon of celebrity has much older roots. In this book Antoine Lilti shows that the mechanisms
of celebrity were developed in Europe during the Enlightenment, well before films, yellow journalism,
and television, and then flourished during the Romantic period on both sides of the Atlantic. Figures
from across the arts like Voltaire, Garrick, and Liszt were all veritable celebrities in their time,
arousing curiosity and passionate loyalty from their “fans.” The rise of the press, new advertising
techniques, and the marketing of leisure brought a profound transformation in the visibility of
celebrities: private lives were now very much on public show. Nor was politics spared this cultural
upheaval: Marie-Antoinette, George Washington, and Napoleon all experienced a political world
transformed by the new demands of celebrity. And when the people suddenly appeared on the
revolutionary scene, it was no longer enough to be legitimate; it was crucial to be popular too. Lilti

retraces the profound social upheaval precipitated by the rise of celebrity and explores the ambivalence
felt toward this new phenomenon. Both sought after and denounced, celebrity evolved as the modern
form of personal prestige, assuming the role that glory played in the aristocratic world in a new age of
democracy and evolving forms of media. While uncovering the birth of celebrity in the eighteenth
century, Lilti's perceptive history at the same time shines light on the continuing importance of this
phenomenon in today’s world.
Monsieur Guizot in Private Life. 1787-1874 Jun 27 2022
Memorials of Sarah Childress Polk Mar 13 2021 Offering chapters on her birth and parentage,
meeting of President Polk and more, this volume is a detailed biography of Sarah Polk, one of
American history's most popular First Ladies.
Cassell's Family Magazine Oct 20 2021
The Library of American Biography Jan 11 2021
The Private Life of Warren Hastings May 27 2022
The Private Life of Marie Antoinette, Queen of France and Navarre Jul 29 2022
The Personal Life of David Livingstone Nov 08 2020
Beat Drama Jan 23 2022 Readers and acolytes of the vital early 1950s-mid 1960s writers known as
the Beat Generation tend to be familiar with the prose and poetry by the seminal authors of this period:
Jack Kerouac, Gregory Corso, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Diane Di Prima, and many others. Yet all of
these authors, as well as other less well-known Beat figures, also wrote plays-and these, together with
their countercultural approaches to what could or should happen in the theatre-shaped the dramatic
experiments of the playwrights who came after them, from Sam Shepard to Maria Irene Fornes, to the
many vanguard performance artists of the seventies. This volume, the first of its kind, gathers essays

about the exciting work in drama and performance by and about the Beat Generation, ranging from the
well-known Beat figures such as Kerouac, Ginsberg and Burroughs, to the "Afro-Beats†? - LeRoi
Jones (Amiri Baraka), Bob Kaufman, and others. It offers original studies of the women Beats - Di
Prima, Bunny Lang - as well as groups like the Living Theater who in this era first challenged the
literal and physical boundaries of the performance space itself.
The Personal Life of George Grote Jun 15 2021
The European Convention on Human Rights Mar 25 2022 The European Convention on Human
Rights: A Commentary is the first complete article-by-article commentary on the ECHR and its
Protocols in English. This book provides an entry point for every part of the Convention: the substance
of the rights, the workings of the Court, and the enforcement of its judgments. A separate chapter is
devoted to each distinct provision or article of the Convention as well as to Protocols 1, 4, 6, 7, 12, 13,
and 16, which have not been incorporated in the Convention itself and remain applicable to present
law. Each chapter contains: a short introduction placing the provision within the context of
international human rights law more generally; a review of the drafting history or preparatory work of
the provision; a discussion of the interpretation of the text and the legal issues, with references to the
case law of the European Court of Human Rights and the European Commission on Human Rights;
and a selective bibliography on the provision. Through a thorough review of the ECHR this
commentary is both exhaustive and concise. It is an accessible resource that is ideal for lawyers,
students, journalists, and others with an interest in the world's most successful human rights regime.
Public and Private Lives of Psychotherapists Feb 09 2021
The Astrological Magazine Jul 25 2019
Public Spaces, Private Lives Sep 18 2021 Offers progressive readers new and reinvigorated paths of

engaged hope, imagination and public involvement.
Vidyasagar Jun 23 2019 This book offers a new interpretation of the life and legacy of the Indian
reformer and intellectual, Ishvarchandra Vidyasagar (1820–91). Drawing upon autobiography,
biography, secondary criticism and a range of Vidyasagar’s original writings in Bengali, the book
interrogates the role of history, memory and controversy, and emphasises the key challenge of pinning
down the identity of an enigmatic and multi-faceted figure. By examining lesser-known works of
Vidyasagar (including several pseudonymous and posthumous works) alongside the evidence of his
public career, the author calls attention to the colonial transformation of intellectual and social life, the
nature of life writing, the limits of standard biographies and the problem of modern Indian identity as
such. Based on decades of research and an original perspective, this book will be especially useful to
scholars of modern Indian history, biographical studies, comparative literature and those interested in
Bengal.
I Celebrate Myself Nov 01 2022 In the first biography of Ginsberg since his death in 1997 and the only
one to cover the entire span of his life, Ginsberg's archivist Bill Morgan draws on his deep knowledge
of Ginsberg's largely unpublished private journals to give readers an unparalleled and finely detailed
portrait of one of America's most famous poets. Morgan sheds new light on some of the pivotal aspects
of Ginsberg's life, including the poet's associations with other members of the Beat Generation, his
complex relationship with his lifelong partner, Peter Orlovsky, his involvement with Tibetan
Buddhism, and above all his genius for living.
Life and Letters of Joseph Hardy Neesima Sep 30 2022
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